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Abstract. The new trend for PCS networks is to provide mobile users with large-scale mobile capability across
many service areas. In this scenario, global database management for PCS networks has become an increasingly
important research issue. In this paper, we examined two replicated database strategies, single-replica (SR) and
multiple-replica (MR), for large-scale mobility of per-user data management in personal communication networks.
The SR strategy uses a single replica approach of HLR. The MR strategy replicates the per-user data of HLR in
many regions. The two strategies are based a partial replication scheme, and a primary copy method is used to
maintain replicas’ consistency. Our numerical results show that the MR strategy outperforms the SR strategy in
most situations; however, it may be worse when the probability of a mobile user visiting a foreign region is high
and the query rates from other foreign regions are low. Additionally, the number of replicas should be compact in
the MR strategy in order to achieve a reasonable query response time. Therefore, we propose an adaptive multiple
replication protocol to choose a suitable replication strategy and to decide the optimized number of replicas.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, personal communication services (PCS) have become popular with people
in many countries. People can communicate with one another easily using mobile handsets
everywhere at any time. Today, some people may wish to travel across many countries and take
a handset to aid in their communications. It is therefore essential to support global mobility
services for mobile users in PCS networks.

There has been much research involving mobility database design [2, 3, 6, 7, 11]. However,
to support global mobility services efficiently in a wireless environment, database designs with
the capability for large-scale mobility have become an important research issue [1, 8, 15, 16].
In this paper, we focus on a mobility database system for PCS networks. The current approach
for a PCS database system is a two-level hierarchical system. Two different types of databases
are required: HLR (Home Location Register) and VLR (Visitor Location Register) [5, 14, 13,
17]. The HLR is a home database that contains all of the customer records of mobile users, and
the VLR is a remote database that will cache the profiles of callees located in a remote region.
Thus, when a new call is generated, the query message of the caller will be sent to the HLR
to find the location of the VLR where the callee is located. The VLR is then used to retrieve
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information for handling the calls to or from the callee. Due to high terminal mobility and call
demands in future PCS networks, the HLR-VLR architecture may perform inefficiently for a
heavy traffic load on the signal links of networks close to the centralized HLR [4]. Particularly,
when a mobile user travels with large-scale mobility over numerous service areas, the average
query response time will increase quickly because of the long searching path to the HLR. The
current approach is thus not well suited for global PCS mobility services.

Replication is a popular technique that is commonly used to minimize the traffic load on
networks in traditional large-scale databases [18]. The scale of mobility database systems
is always larger than the traditional database systems because of mobile hosts’ mobility.
Therefore, the need for reducing the traffic load and response time of querying on mobility
databases is more significant and replication may increasingly become the desired technology.
Many studies on replicating data in mobile databases have been discussed [2, 3, 6, 11], and can
be classified into two types of replication strategies. The first is the static replication strategy
that allocates the replicated data to every replicated database. Each replica contains a complete
set of data. If a mobile user alters any data on a local replica, updates must be propagated to
all the other replicas to maintain the consistency of the replicated data. The update is always
caused by the fast handoff of a mobile host in PCS networks. However, the traffic load for
each update is heavy because of the amount of propagation. Thus, the number of replicas and
the mobility patterns will effect the performance of mobility database systems. In contrast,
a dynamic replication strategy does not replicate the data onto all databases. It replicates the
data onto the specified service regions. The allocation for these replicas is dynamic in different
time periods. Thus, this strategy will reduce the traffic load by eliminating redundant message
flows propagating to the redundant replicas. Some research [3] used this approach to determine
the locations of replicas according to the maximum number of callers in given regions.

Leung [11] classified the replication strategies into two kinds: partial replication and full
replication. He proposed a partial replication protocol that belongs to a dynamic replication
strategy. In this approach, the replicated data always reside in the region where a mobile user
is located. When a mobile user alters any data, an update is sent to the replicated database,
and forwarded to the mobile user’s home database by a delay message. Thus, the replicated
database contains a full set of user data, and the home database contains a partial set because
of weak consistency. This may reduce the undesirable traffic load on the home database
if portions of the data are not requested frequently. He showed that the partial replication
protocol is efficient for PCS mobility databases. Nevertheless, this approach is not always
suitable for large-scale mobility services. In his design, when a mobile user leaves a service
region, the replicated user data in the replicated database will be removed. This reveals that
only one replica for each user profile exists in the mobile systems and we view this as a single-
replica (SR) strategy. This strategy performs well using the assumption that most queries are
generated in the same region where the callee is located. However, the query time is still large
if there are many queries generated from other remote sites where the callee is not located.
Therefore, a multiple-replica (MR) strategy is necessary for improving the performance of
the SR strategy, and the MR strategy should be dynamic. In this paper, we propose an MR
strategy to determine whether a profile should be replicated on a service region. The decision
depends on the query rate of the service region. We also model the MR strategy based on
a partial replication approach to compare with the SR strategy. Moreover, we propose an
adaptive multiple replication (AMR) protocol to improve the performance of the MR strategy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the SR and
MR strategies in mobility database systems. In Section 3, we analyze their performance. The
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Figure 1. Replicated HLRs database systems.

performance results of the two strategies are discussed in Section 4. Next we propose an AMR
protocol in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. HLR Replication Strategies

In this section, we describe the two replication strategies, SR and MR strategies, for mobility
database systems. In PCS networks, the VLR needs to cache the replication profile generated
from HLR. Thus, the traditional HLR-VLR architecture can be viewed as a partial replication
scheme. In this paper, we focus on the replicated HLRs of PCS networks. First, we describe
the infrastructure of the replicated mobility database systems shown in Figure 1. The home
database (HDB) and replicated databases (RDBs) involve the HLR functions. HDB contains
the same customer data that the traditional HLR does. RDB is a database that may contain a
replica of user data from HDB. In a service area, there are many VLRs managed by the HDB
or RDB. For simplicity, we assume that a service area contains only an HDB or an RDB. The
service area that contains the HDB is called the home region, and the service area that contains
an RDB is called a foreign region. The sizes of the service areas may be different according
to some cost constraints, for example, the population of customers.

2.1. SINGLE-REPLICA STRATEGY

The SR strategy is similar to the partial replication approach proposed by Leung [11]. In this
approach, only one replica of a user profile is created along with the movement of a mobile
user. When the mobile user leaves the HDB service area and enters a foreign region, it will
create a replica of its profile in the RDB. However, if the mobile user continues to move to
another foreign region, the replica in the previous RDB is removed and a new replica is created
in the new RDB. The replica can be built using a registration and a download message sent
by the mobile user. The user can then immediately update all data on the visiting RDB, but
forward the data to the HDB only at each registration time. The RDB can thus be viewed as
a primary site that contains a full replica of data, and the HDB is a secondary site that owns
the partial data. The partial data are the infrequently updated information that may not contain
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Figure 2. Traffic of registrations/downloads when a mobile user visits a foreign region in SR strategy.

Figure 3. Traffic of queries/responses when a mobile user visits a foreign region in SR strategy.

the current location for high mobility hosts. The primary copy method such as PWP protocol
[12, 19] can be used to maintain the consistency of replicated data. The SR strategy is shown
in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The RDBu denotes the replicated databases in a foreign region where
a callee is located. The RDBr and RDBnr both represent the replicated databases without any
replica of the callee’s profile.

As Figure 2 shows, when a mobile user visits a foreign region, it first sends a registration
message to the HDB and downloads its profile onto the RDBu as a replica. The user can thus
change any data on the local replica without any delay. In the scenario, the replica can be
viewed as a full replica. When the user needs to send a registration to HDB again, it sends
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Figure 4. Traffic of queries/responses when a mobile user visits the home region in SR strategy.

all the updated data including the frequently and infrequently updated data to the HDB.
Therefore, the data on HDB can be viewed as a partial replica because the registration to
HDB may be delayed after the change of data on RDBu.

In Figure 3, the queries (marked as U-query) generated in the foreign region are processed
first by the RDBu, all updated data can be obtained immediately because of the full replicas
in the RDBu. The queries (marked as N-query) generated in other foreign regions with no
replicas are processed by the RDBnr first. When failing to access the user profile, RDBnr

forwards a message (marked as N-forward) to HDB to query the lost data. Thus, infrequently
updated data can be found at the HDB and returned using a response (marked as N-infre-
response). Additionally, the RDBnr sends another forward message (marked as N-forward2) to
RDBu to query the frequently updated data, and the results are returned using N-fre-response
directly to the user. We assume that there are some network links from RDBu to both the RDBr

and RDBnr . The queries marked R-query have a similar protocol for N-query, because in the
SR model the RDBr is a database without any replica. If there are some queries (marked as
H-query) generated in the home region, HDB sends a forward message (marked as H-forward)
to RDBu when failing to access the frequently updated data. The results are returned using the
response marked as H-fre-response.

As indicated in Figure 4, when a mobile user visits the home region, there are no replicas
in the databases of the foreign regions. If there are some queries (marked as U-query, R-query
and N-query) generated in foreign regions, the foreign regions will send the forward messages
(marked as U-forward, R-forward and N-forward) to HDB to query the required data including
frequently and infrequently updated data. These results are returned using responses marked
as U-response, R-response and N-response.

2.2. MULTIPLE-REPLICA STRATEGY

The MR strategy may replicate many copies of user data in some RDBs, and use the partial
replication policy and the primary copy method to manage the replicas. When a mobile user
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Figure 5. Traffic of registrations/downloads and propagations when a mobile user visits a foreign region in MR
strategy.

visits a foreign region collocated with the RDBu, it downloads its profile from HDB imme-
diately, in the same way as the SR strategy. The decision for replicating a profile on an RDB
where the callee is not located is based on the query rate of callers in that region. If the query
rate is high, the RDB will replicate the profile, and is referred to as RDBr . If the query rate
is low, the RDB has no replica, and is referred to as RDBnr . The RDBu that the mobile user
visits is viewed as a primary site, and the RDBrs with replicas are the secondary sites. When
the mobile user needs to change data, all updated data are written to the primary RDBu and the
frequently updated data are propagated to the secondary RDBrs immediately. Intuitively, the
cache scheme [9] will have a good performance in handling the infrequently updated informa-
tion on the RDBrs. Hence, we don’t need to propagete the infrequently updated information
to the HDB immediately. The updated data are written to HDB only at the registration time;
thus, the HDB keeps a partial replica because of weak consistency. The underlying principle
of the MR strategy is to reduce the overhead of querying the frequently updated data. This
strategy is described from Figures 5 to 8.

As Figure 5 shows, when a mobile user visits a foreign region, it sends a registration to
HDB and downloads its profile onto RDBu as a replica. The user can change all the data on
the replica without any delay, but it needs to propagate the frequently updated data to those
foreign regions marked as RDBr with the same replicas for consistency. Similar to the SR
model, the user alters the frequently and infrequently updated data in the HDB only at the
registration time.

In Figure 6, if there are queries (marked as U-query) generated in the foreign region where
a mobile user is located, these queries are processed by RDBu first. Then all updated data can
be obtained immediately because of the full replica on RDBu. If there are queries (marked
as R-query) generated in other foreign regions with the replicas of a callee, these queries
are processed by RDBr first. When failing to access the infrequently updated data that is not
replicated on the RDBr , RDBr sends a forward message (marked as R-forward) to HDB. The
HDB will then generate a response (marked as R-infre-response) to carry the infrequently
updated data to the user. Additionally, it forwards another query (marked as R-forward2) to
RDBu to request the lost information of frequently updated data. Finally, RDBu sends the
R-fre-miss-response message to return the lost data directly to the user. If there are queries
(marked as N-query) generated in other foreign regions with no replicas, these queries are
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Figure 6. Traffic of queries/responses when a mobile user visit a foreign region in MR strategy.

Figure 7. Traffic of propagations when a mobile user visits the home region in MR strategy.

processed by RDBnr first. Then RDBnr sends a forward message (marked as N-forward) to
HDB to query the user profile. The HDB will return the infrequently updated data to the user
using the N-infre-response message. Additionally, HDB sends a forward message (marked
as N-forward2) to RDBu to query the frequently updated data, and the results are returned
directly to the user using N-fre-response message. If there are some queries (marked as H-
query) coming from the home region, the infrequently updated data can be directly obtained
from HDB. The HDB also sends a forward message (marked as H-forward) to RDBu because
the frequently updated data were not accessed from HDB. Finally, the lost data are returned
to the user using the H-fre-response message.

When a mobile user visits the home region, as indicated in Figure 7, the operations of
registration and download are performed locally on the HDB. If the user wishes to update his
profile, only the frequently updated data need to be propagated to both RDBu and RDBr .
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Figure 8. Traffic of queries/responses when a mobile user visits the home region in MR strategy.

As Figure 8 shows, if there are queries (marked as R-query) generated in the foreign region
with a replica of the user profile, these queries are first processed by RDBr . The frequently
updated data can be obtained immediately. RDBr then sends a forward message (marked as
R-forward) to HDB to query the infrequently updated data and the possibly obsolete replica
of frequently updated data. These results are returned using the responses marked as R-infre-
response and R-fre-mis-response. The U-query has the same behavior as R-query. If there are
some queries (marked as N-query) sent to the RDBnr , RDBnr will send a forward message
(marked as N-forward) to HDB to query all the needed information because of no replica on
the databases. The results are directly returned to the callers using the N-response message.

3. Performance Analysis of the Replication Strategies

The performance evaluation of the two replication strategies is based on queuing models.
For simplicity, the databases and the network links are also modeled as independent M/M/1
queues in our assumption.

3.1. DEFINITIONS OF KEY PARAMETERS

To develop our model, first we define the following parameters. Some of the notations are
consulted from Leung’s paper [11].

• φ represents the probability that a callee visits at a foreign region.
• 1 − φ represents the probability that a callee visits at the home region.
• ϕ represents the missed rate of querying the frequently updated data on RDBr . The miss

is caused by the network link transmission delay.
• α represents the probability that a call is generated from a foreign region collocated with

RDBu.
• β represents the probability that a call is generated from a foreign region collocated with

RDBr .
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Table 1. Fraction of call-types.

To

From HDB RDBu

HDB (1 − α − kβ − sγ )(1 − φ) (1 − α − kβ − sγ )φ

RDBu α(1 − φ) αφ

RDBr kβ(1 − φ) kβφ

RDBnr sγ (1 − φ) sγ φ

• γ represents the probability that a call is generated from a foreign region collocated with
RDBnr .

• Rq represents the query to update rate ratio, which describes the average number of data
queries per update.

• Rg represents the query to registration rate ratio, which describes the average number of
data queries per registration. In general, the registration rate is less than the update rate;
thus, the ratio Rg is larger than Rq .

• Nq represents the average number of queries for each call. We also assume that only 1
Nq

queries for each call will access to the frequently updated data.
• Fu represents the probability of updating the frequently updated data for each update.
• N represents the number of total service regions.
• k represents the number of service regions which contains a replica of the profile for a

callee.
• s represents the number of service regions without any replica of the profile for a callee.
• ρ represents the server loads on all databases of the mobile systems.
• Xq,X

2
q represent average and second moment of query processing time on databases.

• Xu,X2
u represent average and second moment of update processing time on databases.

• Yq, Y 2
q represent average and second moment of transmission time for a query or response

on the network links.
• Yu, Y 2

u represent average and second moment of transmission time for an update on the
network links.

• Yd, Y
2
d represent average and second moment of transmission time for a downloaded data

on the network links.
• τ represents the average delay of transmission or propagation time on the network links.

According to our model, there are fractions of eight call-types shown in Table 1. For
example, a fraction α(1 − φ) of call rates represents the calls generated from the foreign
region collocated with RDBu and destined for a callee at the home region.

For fair comparison of the two replication strategies, we fix the server load ρ. That is, the
server loads on all databases of SR and MR models are the same. We can derive the arrival
rates of queries and updates from the processing times and the ratio of query-to-update. Thus,
the arrival query rate λq and the arrival update rate λu on all databases can be obtained as
follows.

λq = ρ

Xq + Xu

Rq

, λu = λq

Rq

. (1)
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The performance metric for comparison is the average query response time. In the follow-
ings, we derive the average query response time of the two models by conditioning the traffic
load from different types of replicated databases and network links.

3.2. SINGLE-REPLICA MODEL

In our model, we assume that there are N service areas in total, and each service area contains
an RDB except the home region, which contains an HDB. Then we obtain that the number s
of RDBnrs is equal to N−k−2, because there are k RDBrs and an RDBu in the N −1 RDBs.

Load of RDBu: The query load on the RDBu includes all queries marked as U-query and
the forward messages marked as R-forward2, N-forward2 and H-forward. Therefore, the
probability P

q
u of query rate on RDBu can be derived as follows according to Table 1.

P
q
u = α + kβ

φ

Nq

+ sγ
φ

Nq

+ (1 − α − kβ − sγ )
φ

Nq

= α + (1 − α)
φ

Nq

.

(2)

The fraction 1
Nq

means that only one of the Nq queries on the HDB will access to the frequently
updated data. These queries need to be forwarded to RDBu for further processing because of
the partial replication scheme. Additionally, the updates on RDBu are all generated from the
callee of a foreign region. Thus, combining the query and update load, the server load ρu of
RDBu is

ρu = P q
u λqXq + φλuXu . (3)

According to the queuing theory [10], the average query response time Tuq on RDBu is
equal to the summation of the query processing time Xq and average waiting time. Then we
obtain

Tuq = Xq + P
q
u λqX2

q + φλuX2
u

2(1 − ρu)
. (4)

Load from RDBu to HDB: The traffic load of the network link from RDBu to HDB includes
the forward query marked as U-forward, the query response marked as H-freq-response , and
the registration. Thus, the probability Q

q

uh of the query rate on the link is derived using

Q
q

uh = α(1 − φ)+ (1 − α − kβ − sγ )
φ

Nq

. (5)

The registrations are all generated from the callee of the foreign region collocated with RDBu.
λq

Rg
is the registration rate. Thus, the traffic load βuh from RDBu to HDB is

βuh = Q
q

uhλqYq + φ
λq

Rg

Yu . (6)
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The average query response time Rq

uh on the link is equal to the summation of the transmission
time Yq and average waiting time. Then we can obtain

R
q

uh = Yq +
Q

q

uhλqY
2
q + φ

λq

Rg
Y 2
u

2(1 − βuh)
. (7)

Load on HDB: There are four types of queries, an update and a registration on the database
HDB. These queries are H-query, U-forward, R-forward, and N-forward. Thus the probability
P

q

h of query rate on HDB can be derived using

P
q

h = (1 − α − kβ − sγ ) + α(1 − φ)+ kβ + sγ

= 1 − αφ .
(8)

The update comes from the home region of the callee, and the registration is generated from
the callee of a foreign region. Combining these messages, the server load ρh on HDB is given
using

ρh = P
q

h λqXq +
[
(1 − φ)λu + φ

λq

Rg

]
Xu , (9)

and the average query response time Thq is given using

Thq = Xq +
P

q

h λqX
2
q + [(1 − φ)λu + φ

λq

Rg
]X2

u

2(1 − ρh)
. (10)

Load from HDB to RDBu: The traffic load from HDB to RDBu includes the forward mes-
sages marked as H-forward, R-forward2 and N-forward2, and the query response marked as
U-response. Then the probability Q

q

hu of query rate on the link is given using

Q
q

hu = (1 − α − kβ − sγ )
φ

Nq

+ kβ
φ

Nq

+ sγ
φ

Nq

+α(1 − φ)

= (1 − α)
φ

Nq

+ α(1 − φ) .

(11)

Whenever a mobile user visits a foreign region, the profile needs to be downloaded at
registration time. Thus, the load βhu on the link is derived as

βhu = Q
q

huλqYq + φ
λq

Rg

Yd . (12)

The average query response time of Rq

hu is

R
q

hu = Yq +
Q

q

huλqY
2
q + φ

λq

Rg
Y 2
d

2(1 − βhu)
. (13)
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Loads on RDBr and RDBnr: In this model, RDBr and RDBnr , which do not contain any
replicas of the callee can be viewed as the same type of replicated databases. For simplicity,
we combine the two loads into one for calculation. The server loads of the two databases
include the R-query and N-query separately. Thus, we derive the probability P

q
n of query rate

and the load ρn on the two databases as follows.

P q
n = kβ + sγ , (14)

ρn = P q
n λqXq . (15)

Then the average query response time Tnq on RDBr /RDBnr is obtained using

Tnq = Xq + P
q
n λqX

2
q

2(1 − ρn)
. (16)

Load from RDBr /RDBnr to HDB: Considering the uplink traffic loads from RDBr /RDBnr to
HDB, the corresponding messages include R-forward and N-forward. For simplicity, the two
links are also combined into one for calculation. Thus, the probability Q

q

nh of query rate and
the load βnh on the two links can be derived using

Q
q

nh = kβ + sγ , (17)

βnh = Q
q

nhλqYq , (18)

and the average query response time Rq

nh is obtained using

R
q

nh = Yq + Q
q

nhλqY
2
q

2(1 − βnh)
. (19)

Loads from HDB to RDBr /RDBnr: The downlink traffic loads from HDB to RDBr/RDBnr in-
clude four types of query responses marked as R-infre-response, R-response, N-infre-response
and N-response. Thus, the probability Q

q

hn of query rate can be derived using

Q
q

hn = kβ
Nq − 1

Nq

φ + kβ(1 − φ)+ sγ
Nq − 1

Nq

φ

+ sγ (1 − φ) .

(20)

The fraction Nq−1
Nq

means that only (Nq − 1) of the Nq queries on HDB will access the
infrequently updated data successfully if the user visits at a foreign region. Then the traffic
load βhn on the two links is

βhn = Q
q

hnλqYq , (21)

and the average query response time Rq

hn is given using

R
q

hn = Yq + Q
q

hnλqY
2
q

2(1 − βhn)
. (22)
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Loads from RDBu to RDBr /RDBnr: The traffic loads of network links directly from RDBu to
RDBr and RDBnr are caused by the messages marked as R-fre-response and N-fre-response,
respectively. Therefore, the probability Q

q
un of query rate and the load βun on the links is

derived using

Qq
un = kβ

φ

Nq

+ sγ
φ

Nq

, (23)

βun = Qq
unλqYq , (24)

and the average query response time Rq
un is given using

Rq
un = Yq + Q

q
unλqY 2

q

2(1 − βun)
. (25)

By combining all of traffic loads derived above, we can obtain the average query response
time T SR

q for SR model as follows.

T SR
q = P

q
u Tuq + Q

q

uh(R
q

uh + τ)+Q
q

hu(R
q

hu + τ)

+P
q

h Thq + P
q
n Tnq +Q

q

nh(R
q

nh + τ)

+Q
q

hn(R
q

hn + τ) +Q
q
un(R

q
un + τ) .

(26)

3.3. MULTIPLE-REPLICA MODEL

We proceed to analyze the query response time of the MR model by conditioning the traffic
load from the different types of replicated databases and network links.

Load on RDBu: The query load of RDBu is caused by all the U-query and forward messages
marked as R-forward2, N-forward2 and H-forward similar to the SR model. The only differ-
ence is that the R-forward2 message represents the missed requests of R-query for accessing
the frequently updated data on the RDBr . Parameter ϕ describes the missed rate caused by the
propagating delay between RDBu and RDBr . Thus, the probability P

q
u of query rate on the

database can be derived.

P
q
u = α + kβ

φ

Nq

ϕ + sγ
φ

Nq

+ (1 − α − kβ − sγ )
φ

Nq

= α + kβ
φ

Nq

ϕ + (1 − α − kβ)
φ

Nq

.

(27)

Additionally, the update load on RDBu includes all updates sent from the callees at the foreign
region and the updates propagated from the callees at the home region. The propagating rate
is λuFu which is the rate for updating the frequently updated data. Therefore, the server load
ρu is obtained using

ρu = P q
u λqXq + [φλu + (1 − φ)λuFu]Xu , (28)

and the average query response time Tuq is equal to the summation of the query processing
time Xq and average waiting time. Then we obtain

Tuq = Xq + P
q
u λqX2

q + [φλu + (1 − φ)λuFu]X2
u

2(1 − ρu)
. (29)
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Load from RDBu to HDB: The traffic load from RDBu to HDB includes the query re-
sponse marked as H-fre-response and the forward message marked as U-forward. Thus, the
probability Q

q

uh of query rate on the link is

Q
q

uh = (1 − α − kβ − sγ )
φ

Nq

+ α(1 − φ)

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)
. (30)

The fraction Nq−1
Nq

means that the portion for accessing the infrequently updated data, and
ϕ

Nq
means the failed queries for accessing the frequently updated data. U-forward message

includes the two querying messages. Besides, the load also includes the registration message
sent from the callees of the foreign region with RDBu. Then the traffic load βuh on the link
can be derived as follows.

βuh = Q
q

uhλqYq + φ
λq

Rg

Yu . (31)

The average query response time Rq

uh is given using

R
q

uh = Yq +
Q

q

uhλqY
2
q + φ

λq

Rg

Y 2
u

2(1 − βuh)
. (32)

Load on HDB: From Figures 5 to 8, the server load on HDB is caused by four types of
queries and two types of updates. One type of the queries is the U-forward message described
above. The others include the query load on HDB (marked as H-query) generated from the
home region, the R-forward message, and the N-forward message. The R-forward includes the
messages of querying for the infrequently updated data and the messages missed at accessing
to the replica of the frequently update data. Thus, the probability P

q

h of query rate on HDB
can be derived in the following

P
q

h = α(1 − φ)

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)
+ (1 − α − kβ − sγ )

+ kβ

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)
+ sγ

= α(1 − φ)

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)
+ (1 − α − kβ)

+kβ

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)
.

(33)

The two types of updates include all of the updates generated from the callees at home, and
the registrations generated from the callees at the foreign region. Therefore, the load ρh on
HDB can be obtained by conditioning the queries, updates and registration loads.

ρh = P
q

h λqXq +
[
(1 − φ)λu + φ

λq

Rg

]
Xu . (34)
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The average query response time Thq is given using

Thq = Xq +
P

q

h λqX
2
q + [(1 − φ)λu + φ

λq

Rg
]X2

u

2(1 − ρh)
. (35)

Load from HDB to RDBu: The downlink traffic load from HDB to RDBu is effected by
the forward messages including H-forward, R-forward2 and N-forward2, and the response
messages including U-fre-mis-response and U-infre-response. These forward messages are
described in Equation (27). U-fre-mis-response and U-infre-response messages return all the
data queried by U-forward, which is described in Equation (30). Thus, the probability Q

q

hu of
query rate can be derived as follows.

Q
q

hu = (1 − α − kβ − sγ )
φ

Nq

+ kβ
φ

Nq

ϕ + sγ
φ

Nq

+α(1 − φ)

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)

= (1 − α − kβ)
φ

Nq

+ kβ
φ

Nq

ϕ + α(1 − φ)

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)
.

(36)

Other types of messages occurred on the link are the download messages and the propagation
messages. Combining these messages, the load βhu is given using

βhu = Q
q

huλqYq + φ
λq

Rg

Yd + (1 − φ)λuFuYu , (37)

and the average query response time Rq

hu is

R
q

hu = Yq +
Q

q

huλqY
2
q + φ

λq

Rg
Y 2
d + (1 − φ)λuFuY 2

u

2(1 − βhu)
. (38)

Load on RDBr: The server load of RDBr includes the R-query and all the propagation from
the primary site (RDBu or HDB). Thus, the probability P

q
r of query rate on the database is

P q
r = kβ , (39)

and the server load ρr on RDBr can be obtained

ρr = P
q
r λqXq + [φλuFu + (1 − φ)λuFu]Xu

= P
q
r λqXq + λuFuXu .

(40)

The average query response time Trq is given

Trq = Xq + P
q
r λqX2

q + λuFuX2
u

2(1 − ρr)
. (41)
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Load on RDBnr: The load on RDBnr is caused only by the N-query message. The probability
P

q
n of query rate and the load ρn are obtained

P q
n = sγ , (42)

ρn = P q
n λqXq . (43)

The average query response time Tnq is

Tnq = Xq + P
q
n λqX

2
q

2(1 − ρn)
. (44)

Load from RDBr to HDB: The traffic load from RDBr to HDB is caused by the R-forward
message described in Equation (33). Therefore, the probability Q

q

rh of query rate and the load
βrh on the link is easily derived in the following.

Q
q

rh = kβ

(
Nq − 1

Nq

+ ϕ

Nq

)
(45)

βrh = Q
q

rhλqYq . (46)

The average query response time Rq

rh is given

R
q

rh = Yq + Q
q

rhλqY
2
q

2(1 − βrh)
. (47)

Load from RDBnr to HDB: The uplink traffic load from RDBnr to HDB can be derived
directly by the N-forward message. Therefore, the load βnh is calculated as follows.

Q
q

nh = sγ , (48)

βnh = Q
q

nhλqYq . (49)

The average query response time is given

R
q

nh = Yq + Q
q

nhλqY
2
q

2(1 − βnh)
. (50)

Load from HDB to RDBr: The downlink traffic from HDB to RDBr includes the query
responses marked as R-infre-response and R-fre-mis-response. R-infre-response returns the
infrequently updated data no matter where the callee is located, whereas R-fre-mis-response
returns the missed frequently updated data when the calee is at home. Thus, the probability
Q

q

hr of query rate on the link is derived as follows.

Q
q

hr = kβ
Nq − 1

Nq

+ kβ(1 − φ)
ϕ

Nq

. (51)
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The traffic also consists of the propagation messages generated from the callees in the home
region. Then the load can be obtained

βhr = Q
q

hrλqYq + (1 − φ)λuFuYu , (52)

and the average query response time Rq

hr is given

R
q

hr = Yq + Q
q

hrλqY
2
q + (1 − φ)λuFuY 2

u

2(1 − βhr)
. (53)

Load from HDB to RDBnr: The downlink traffic load from HDB to RDBnr includes the
query responses marked as N-response and N-infre-response. The two messages carry all of
the required data when the callee is at home, and carry the infrequently updated data when the
callee is at the foreign region. Thus, the load βhn is derived in the following.

Q
q

hn = sγ (1 − φ)+ sγ φ
Nq − 1

Nq

, (54)

βhn = Q
q

hnλqYq . (55)

The average query response time Rq

hn is given

R
q

hn = Yq + Q
q

hnλqY
2
q

2(1 − βhn)
. (56)

Load from RDBu to RDBr: The traffic load from RDBu to RDBr includes the R-fre-mis-
response message, and thus the probability for the query rate is

Qq
ur = kβφ

ϕ

Nq

. (57)

The load also includes the propagation messages sent from the foreign region with RDBu.
Then the load βur is obtained

βur = Qq
urλqYq + φλuFuYu , (58)

and the average query response time is given

Rq
ur = Yq + Q

q
urλqY 2

q + φλuFuY 2
u

2(1 − βur)
. (59)

Load from RDBu to RDBnr: The traffic load from RDBu to RDBnr is caused only by the
N-fre-response message. The load βun can be derived directly

Qq
un = sγ

φ

Nq

, (60)

βun = Qq
unλqYq , (61)
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Figure 9. Query response times vs. query rates for various φs.

and the average query response time Rq
un is given

Rq
un = Yq + Q

q
unλqY 2

q

2(1 − βun)
. (62)

Finally, we combine the above conditional terms to derive the average query response time
T MR
q .

T MR
q = P

q
u Tuq + Q

q

uh(R
q

uh + τ)+ P
q

h Thq

+Q
q

hu(R
q

hu + τ)+ P
q
r Trq + P

q
n Tnq

+Q
q

rh(R
q

rh + τ)+Q
q

nh(R
q

nh + τ)

+Q
q

hr(R
q

hr + τ)+Q
q

hn(R
q

hn + τ)

+Q
q
ur(R

q
ur + τ) +Q

q
un(R

q
un + τ) .

(63)

4. Numerical Results

In this section, we present the performance results by comparing the average query response
time of the two replication strategies. The results are shown from Figures 9 to 14, where the SR
curve represents the single-replica model, and the MR curve represents the multiple-replica
model. Tq is the average query response time.

We assumed that the processing times for queries and updates are exponentially distributed
with means Xq = 5 ms and Xu = 10 ms in our performance study. The transmission times for
queries, updates and downloads on the network links were also assumed to be exponentially
distributed with means Yq = Yu = 6.25 ms and Yd = 253 ms, respectively. The average
transmission delay τ on the network links is 50 ms. These assumptions were also used in [11].

Figure 9 reveals the average query response times of the two models with various φs.
When φ is large (more than about 0.414), and β exceeds a threshold value, the average query
response time using the MR model is smaller than the time using the SR model. It is also true
that when φ is small, no matter the value β is. But if φ is large and β is less than the threshold,
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Figure 10. Query response times for various miss rates.

Figure 11. Query response times for different Fus.

the MR model becomes worse. The phenomenon is also consistent with an intuitive result that
the MR model performs well in most situations. However, there exists a worst case situation,
when a mobile user visits at a foreign region, propagating replicas to other foreign regions
with small query rates for the user will enlarge the query time. The worse case may happen
possibly because the query rates in foreign regions are always small. Moreover, we find that
the query response time of the MR model decreases much faster as β increases slightly if φ is
large. This result shows that if the query rates of other foreign regions with replicas are large,
the benefit of the MR model will be obvious.

Figure 10 illustrates the average query response times with various miss rates for querying
in foreign regions with replicas. The miss rate is caused by the propagation delay. As one
would expect, the MR model always performs well if the miss rate is small.

Figure 11 describes a comparison of the average query response times with different Fus
in the MR model. We find Tq increases as Fu increases. Fu is the propagating rate that can
be used to model the mobility of the callees. The result can be explained as follows. When a
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Figure 12. Impacts of traffic loads on the number of replicas.

Figure 13. Impacts of query rates on the number of replicas.

mobile host moves fast, the propagating load will increase; thus, the average query response
time also increases. Additionally, the figure also shows that if Fu is large, an increase in k may
make Tq increase. This phenomenon indicates that k cannot increase unlimitedly. That is, the
propagation overhead will be obvious when k or the speed of the mobile hosts increases.

Figure 12 shows the impacts of traffic loads on MR. We find that the query response time
increases as the traffic load increases. The traffic load is directly proportional to the propa-
gation rate if the load does not get saturated. Hence the query time is low for low mobility
users. Besides, we find that the best k, which minimizes the query time, decreases as the traffic
load increases. As one would expect, the higher the traffic load, the lower the best number of
replicas should be. Figure 13 depicts the query times as a function of the number of replicas
for various βs. It shows that the best k decreases as the query rate β increases. If k is small,
an increase in the query rate β makes the query time Tq decrease; however, if k is large, an
increase in the query rate β makes Tq increase fast. This is because the propagation benefit
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Figure 14. Query response times for different Nqs.

will be reduced by an increase in the traffic load, which is caused by an increase in the query
rate β from the replication sites. In other words, the number of replicas is also bounded by the
query rates of foreign regions with replicas. From Figures 11, 12 and 13, we can conclude that
the number of replicas cannot enlarge arbitrarily, it should be bounded according to the total
traffic load ρ, the query rate β, and the propagating rate Fu.

In Figure 14, the average query response times of two models for different Nqs are pre-
sented. We find that the query time decreases as Nq increases in both strategies. In other
words, the query time is low when the number of queries in a call is large. In SR model,
the query time is inversely proportional to Nq . Nevertheless, in MR model if the query rate
β is high, the query time will converge no matter how large the number of queries in a call
is. We can conclude that the SR model prefers batch processing. In contrast, the MR model
prefers interactive processing for the queries. Moreover, 1

Nq
represents the rate of accessing

the frequently updated data; thus, the decrease of Nq will increase the benefit of the partial
replication scheme. Figure 14 shows that the query time will decrease quickly when Nq is
small in the MR model. This result indicates that the MR model will achieve more benefits
from partial replication than the SR model.

5. Adaptive Multiple Replication Protocol

The numerical results show that the MR strategy cannot always perform well. First, there is
a worse case situation when φ is large and β is small, the average query response time of
the MR strategy is larger than that of the SR strategy. Further, the number of replicas cannot
be too large to achieve a reasonable query response time. Therefore, we propose an adaptive
multiple replication (AMR) protocol based on the MR strategy to solve these problems. The
protocol is composed of two components.

The first part of the AMR protocol is to prevent the MR strategy from getting into the
worse case situation. Therefore, we designed the first part as follows.

When φ is larger than a threshold value (denoted by Tφ) and β is smaller than another
threshold value (denoted by Tβ), we use the SR strategy to replicate the profile of the
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mobile user. In other situations, we use the MR strategy to increase the number of
replicas.

First, we need to estimate the threshold Tφ . Tφ can be derived using the assumption that
T SR
q is always larger than T MR

q no matter how large β is. For example, Tφ is about 0.414 in
Figure 9. Then we derive the threshold Tβ that can be calculated from the Equations (34) and
(83) when T SR

q = T MR
q . T SR

q and T MR
q are functions of parameters φ, α, γ , etc. If we measure

these parameters, we can obtain Tβ easily. However, the measurement and computation of
these parameters at once are not simple tasks; thus, we suggest that they should be performed
periodically. In this manner, the average query response time is equal to the query time of the
SR strategy when β is less than Tβ , and equal to the query time of the MR strategy when β is
larger than Tβ .

The second part of the AMR protocol involves avoiding the number of replicas exceeding
an optimized value. When the query rate of a foreign region for a callee increases, the database
in that region may attempt to replicate the callee’s profile to reduce the query response time.
However, an increase in replicas makes the propagating load increase; thus, the query time
also increases. Additionally, an increase in the query rate will also increase both the traffic
load and the query time; thus, it will reduce the replication benefit. These factors will affect
the allowable maximum number of replicas. Therefore, we use a 2-phase methodology com-
bining a distributed request scheme and a centralized decision scheme to decide the number
of replicas. We describe the second part of the protocol including the two phases as follows.

− Phase one: The distributed request scheme. If the call rate of a foreign region for a callee
is high, the replicated database of the region will send a request message to RDBu to
require attaching a replica of the user profile. If the request is accepted, the RDBnr of
that region becomes an RDBr .

− Phase two: The centralized decision scheme. The replicated database (RDBu) of the for-
eign region where a callee visits will estimate the allowable maximum number of replicas
(denoted by Tk) for the callee’s profile according to the total traffic load. When RDBu

receives a request message, it compares the number of replicas for the profile and the Tk.
If the number of replicas is less than Tk, the RDBu will allow the profile propagating to
the requesting region; otherwise, the RDBu will reject the request. Additionally, when the
total traffic load increases, the RDBu can decide to discard a replica from other foreign
regions if the number of replicas is larger than a newly estimated Tk.

6. Conclusions

We modeled the single-replica (SR) and multiple-replica (MR) strategies of mobility data-
bases for PCS networks. The two strategies are based on a partial replication scheme, and
a primary copy method is our assumption to maintain the consistency of all replicas. In the
SR strategy, only one replica is created along with the movement of the callee, while in the
MR strategy, the replica allocation is dynamic according to the query rate of the callers. We
compared the two strategies in a global mobility environment in which the query rates of other
service areas for a callee may be high.

The numerical results show some important phenomena in our performance study. First, the
MR strategy prefers interactive processing for the call queries, whereas the SR strategy prefers
batch processing. Therefore, we can easily design an interactive mobile system using the MR
strategy. Moreover, we find that the MR strategy will get the benefit of partial replication more
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than the SR strategy does. Second, the MR strategy performs well than the SR strategy in most
situations except that the probability of a mobile user visiting a foreign region is high and the
query rates from other foreign regions are low. The worse case situation for the MR strategy
may possibly happen for some callees. The third phenomenon is that the number of replicas in
the MR strategy should be compact in order to achieve a reasonable query response time. This
is because the propagation overhead will overtake the replication benefit which reduces the
traffic load for queries and updates. Consequently, a mechanism is necessary for controlling
the number of replicas for a callee. The decision for the number of replicas depends upon
the traffic load, the propagating load and the query rate. We proposed an adaptive multiple
replication (AMR) protocol to solve the above problems. The AMR protocol measures the
distribution of the callee and the query rates of other service areas for the callee in choosing
the SR strategy or the MR strategy. This protocol combines a distributed request scheme and
a centralized decision scheme to obtain the optimized number of replicas.
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